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yalt (noun) (Old Turkish) 1. Bright. 2. Suddenly shine
3. Light and energy emerging in an instant
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YALT ENERGY BI CYC LE

YALT ENERGY BICYCLE

Advanced Flash
Microcontroller

Led Lighting
System
Showing
Charge System

Custom Made
Cast Seat

MEET A NEW and
“UNIQUE” BICYCLE:

Stainless Monoblock
Shell

IP66 Waterproof

Special Pedal System

Here is YALT...
YALT, which is defined briefly as as an interactive, intelligent

Unlike other stationary bikes that you can see in similar areas such

outdoor field bike, which is completely indigenous in design and

as parks, gardens and indoor areas, YALT is a unique product with a

production, is the first and only product of our country in this field.

real feature of “interaction” with you.
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Here is YALT...
YALT, which is defined briefly as as an interactive, intelligent

Unlike other stationary bikes that you can see in similar areas such

outdoor field bike, which is completely indigenous in design and

as parks, gardens and indoor areas, YALT is a unique product with a

production, is the first and only product of our country in this field.

real feature of “interaction” with you.
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY

HIGH TECHNOLOGY

Use of Personal Data with NFC

Wireless - Interconnection
Transition

SIM Card Supported Internet Access

Data transfer via Bluetooth

Internet Broadcasting Around The
Bicycle with WiFi Support

HIGH TECHNOLOGY

Difficulty Adjustment with Magnetic
Limiter
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ENERGY COMING BAC K

ENERGY
YALT is more than a fitness bike ...

The kinetic energy produced by pedaling during the
activity is converted into electrical energy thanks to the
special dynamos of YALT. Thus, 12 to 50 volts of energy are
produced according to the user’s performance. This energy
is reduced to a voltage level to use for a mobile device
with the specially designed and manufactured Step-Down
Voltage Regulator in order to charge any mobile device
uninterruptedly (mobile phones, tablets, etc.) connected by
the user to the system.

COMING BACK

ENERGY COMING BACK
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HE ALTY FIR ST

HE ALTY FIR ST

HEALTH
FIRST
Sports is not just for athletes but for everyone...
Obesity is the greatest health risk faced by people in our
country as in all over the world. Unfortunately, one in five
people in our country fall into the obese class. The percentage
of overweight individuals is 34%.
An active life in the fight against obesity, which is the trigger
of many serious health problems, is persistently suggested
by experts. From this point of view, YALT appears to be an
effective and practical community health assistant.
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ECONOMIC BEN E FI T

ECONOMIC
But what is the economic benefit of YALT?

An average of 0.02 kilowatts of energy is used per day to
charge a mobile phone. Even if this amount is precepted to
be low, in the scale of Turkey this is the energy expenditure
of 1,600 megawatts per year, and it also creates a cost of
$ 53.75 million. However, for the mobile device to be fully
charged, an hourly YALT exercise is sufficient.
In this sense, YALT, which is the only one of its kind, in other
words, gives you your energy back.

BENEFIT

ECONOMIC BENEFIT
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YALT APP

YALT APP

EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE
WITH

THE YALT APP
YALT is an unique software ...
When you pair your YALT bike with your smart device before starting

the distance traveled virtually and the reduction in the carbon footprint

your sports activity, it interacts with the system through special

are processed into the system. These data are processed both locally

software. From the moment of pairing, a rich flow of information

and globally. In addition to daily activity data, access to past activity

about your activity is provided to the screen of your smart device. The

information is also provided.

advanced Flash Microcontroller connected to the system accesses the
YouTube

App Download

user’s basic information via the mobile device and sends them to the

Besides, it has many features such as the closest cycling positions

YALT App. Thus, the duration of activity, the amount of calories burned,

on the map, multiple activity options.
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YALT MOBILE AP P

YALT MOBILE APP

In 17 Languages
Portuguese

Spanish

French

English

German

Czech

Estonian

YALT MOBILE APP

Russian

The YALT App is very compatible...

Everything is at hand with it...

Designed and manufactured with Ionics, YALT App works in

The YALT App stores all activity on the Master App, so as to be

harmony with both Android and IOS platforms. The system,

the basis for both for the device and improvement studies and

which can adapt to all updates of operating systems in a short

reward systems. In this way, both the past usage data as well as

time and respond instantly to new needs, is also updated in

the current situation and developments in the competitions can be

6-month periods.

easily tracked.

Briefly the YALT Mobile App and Its Superior Functions
Italian

User-friendly with the local
use monitoring with GPS based
location information

Hungarian

Turkish

Azerbaijani

Persian

Arabic

Hindi

Chinese

Japanese

Different admin screens for
different service providers

Display of the past activities
with the performance tab

Possibility of charging your
mobile device at any point with
the feature of the where is the
nearest bike

With the award system, where
service providers will create
user-friendly competition
systems

Notification system for service
providers to own users
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YALT MOBILE A P P

YALT MOBILE APP

Fast and free registration, easy

Locating the nearby energy

Continuous access to user data,

Award rewarding system and

to use with Facebook account

bike with GPS-based positioning

weekly, monthly and yearly

rewarding users according to

reporting, the number of calories

their application areas with award

burned, the distance the system

systemk etme

simulates, the duration of use,
the amount of carbon emissions
blocked by the clean energy
produced.

Data Flow
With YALT App, a continuous and controlled data flow is provided.

accessed in a controlled manner.

With the YALT App, customers will be able to review the user data
from energy bikes on the account to be opened by the service

With this application system, it is even possible to assign reward

provider. Thus, the total number of users, calories burned, distance

dams for users and to provide user communication by following

traveled, fault records, regional and general usage densities can be

these awards
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YALT APP CONTROL

YALT APP CONTROL
YALT, intelligent interactive cycling application, versatile and user-friendly structure
has been developed to meet every need.
Functional Dashboard
YALT application;

Manageable

Scalable

Updateable

It is the data center where all the activities of all users are

It is a module that can be defined by the service provider, roles

monitored and all bicycles in the area are checked. The data

can be defined, role definitions can be made on a module basis,

received from the dashboards can be observed on the website

unlimited users can be defined, and the passwords of the defined

instantly.

users are written in encrypted form in the database.

Expandable

Identifying the registered bikes into the system

YouTube

Member Login

Administration panel for full control

WWW

High Security

Bicycles that are put into service by the Authority can be defined to

YALT App “Secure Internet Connection - (SSH-2)” has been

the system through YALT admin panel. With this system, all usage

developed in accordance with 2048 bit data encryption. All critical

data can be retrieved from the identified bicycles, users’ lists can

activities that users perform in the system are stored over this

be reported, GPS data can be defined, usage rates can be defined;

connection, and these records also contain the user, duration and

the time can be displayed in terms of calories and distance, unused

IP information. This system, which can easily serve 10,000 users at

bikes or taken by malicious people can be deactivated indefinitely.

the same time with its existing capacity, has a structure that can
be easily expanded if needed.
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SECURITY AND P R OTE C TI ON

SECURITY AND PROTECTION

SECURITY AND PROTECTION
Security is essential for YALT.
Flash Microcontroller, which enables data flow in activities with

- Designed for trouble-free operation between -15C and + 80C, the

YALT is designed and manufactured with high security hardware.

system of YALT is programmed for self-protection by automatically

This safety device, which ensures that the incoming and outgoing

disconnecting the power at temperature increases that would

voltage is always at a certain and constant level, protects both the

damage the equipment. It also transmits all possible fault

electronic card of the bike and the paired mobile device against

information to the headquarters online. In this way, intervention of

excessive energy rise.

the necessary technical team is enabled as soon as possible.
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DESIGNED WIT H I N TE LLI GE N C E P R ODUC E D WI TH P OWE R

DES IGNED WITH INTELLIGENCE PRODUCED WITH POWER

Alternative charging feature
that can switch between
IOS -Android devices
10 mm thick GG20
cast iron shell

DESIGNED WITH INTELLIGENCE
Ergonomic
design designed
by sculptors

Customizable
adaptive circuit

Where technology
meets aesthetics

PRODUCED
WITH POWER
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DESIGN

DES IGN

YALT is unique in its technical and physical properties

Solid body design

YALT offers highly flexible solutions in appearance as well

The body of YALT is a work of art. Because it is designed by

as being fully adaptable to corporations with its intelligent

sculptors… In this way, unlike the similar ones in the market,

bike software and technical infrastructure. YALT, which can

they are produced without additional joints. Advantages of

be customized with corporate colors, patterns and logos,

the monolithic body; high strength, corrosion protection and

is always one step ahead with its superior structural and

unique aesthetic appearance.

design features.
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SHELL

Protection against corrosion
The metal body of YALT is specially coated for any kind of
corrosive effect caused by external factors. This coating
system, which does not harm the environment and does not
generate solid waste, protects the metal body indefinitely.

Special pedal system
YALT’s special production metal pedal arm and pedal foot
reinforced with aluminum plate, made of polyethylene, are
specially designed so that the foot of the user cannot slide.

S HELL
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TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY

IP 66 waterproof
Electronic card, USB input and dynamo equipment in the
system are designed according to IP66 waterproofing
standard. This structure, which is impermeable to water even
under the influence of high-pressure water jet, combines
with stainless steel protection, enables YALT to be used
under the influence of salt water in the coastal areas

Industry 4.0 application
The 4th Industrial Revolution is a collective term that
includes many modern automation systems, data exchanges
and production technologies. This revolution is a set of
values consisting of the Internet of objects, services of the
Internet and cyber-physical systems.
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CERTIF ICATES

SERTİFİK AL AR

CERTIFICATES

Trademark Registration

Design Registration

ISO 50001:2011

ISO 18001:2014

ISO 9001:2008

ISO 27001:2013

ISO 9001:2015

ISO 14001:2015
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ERG E AR

ERGE AR

There are experts and skilled signatures behind YALT...
YALT smart bike has emerged as the

the most sought-after brands of the

product of many years of Turkish

sector in a short time.

people and Turkish intelligence.
ERGEAR Teknoloji AŞ, a designer and

Today, ERGEAR continues to work

manufacturer, was founded in 2016 with

continuously in order to keep its

the principle of developing contemporary

achievements permanent, especially

and intelligent solutions for today’s world. in the fields of construction and

THERE IS A BIG EXPERTISE
BEHIND IT...

In general, the company, operating in the

landscaping, bringing together aesthetic

fields of technology, construction and

creativity and technological expertise

landscaping, has managed to be among

successfully.
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Office
Merkez Mah. Seçkin Sk. DAP Ofis Vadisi – Z Ofis, No:2-4/A,
No:292-293 Kağıthane / Istanbul
Telephone
+90 212 294 44 89
Fax
+90 212 294 44 59
www.ergear.tech

